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**The Approach...**
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**The toolkit**
Recruit
Develop
Retain

Learning Event Delivery...

learning event Outcomes

- Understand the current landscape of women in coaching
- Recognise your organisation’s part in this current landscape
- Understand what you can change
- Know what first steps you can make towards gender equality in coaching in your sport
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Effecting Change

[Plan]
Recruit
Develop
Retain

The impact.....?

8 SCORE training events
107 different sports federations
8 SCORE training events
107 sports federations
163 delegates

Positives...
• Each country recognises:
  • the value of coaching
  • more needs to be done
  • their own ‘starting point’

• Each country has some amazing ambassadors for gender equality in coaching

• Recognition that working towards gender equality makes their coaching system more inclusive

Challenges...
• To increase the number of women playing sport

• First steps into coaching: Women coaching at grassroots level

• Open up recruitment processes and support networks

• Raise the profile of coaching to women

Take Action

Reach
SUPPORTING WOMEN IN COACHING
Outcomes

• More women from different backgrounds supported to be part of the coaching family
• Key partners with evolved, inclusive coaching systems
• The existing coaching workforce actively promoting and advocating coaching as an opportunity available to all women.

How?

Fix the system

Deploy

Retain

Recruit

Develop

Thank you!

Any Questions.......

@ReachCoaches

Email: Reach@sportscoachuk.org